Leading High Performance Teams  
*Part of the Kennesaw State University Management Development Program*

WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR TEAM TO HAVE:  
Leaders who proactively create conditions that allow work groups to perform as high performing teams?  
Team members who accept shared goals and work together effectively to produce stronger organizational results?  
Leaders who understand their roles and know which is the most appropriate approach to use in supporting team growth?

COURSE OVERVIEW  
If you answered YES to any of the above, then our course on Leading High Performance Teams is a great fit for you and your department. This program is designed to equip leaders to assess team strength; and challenges and to use coaching and reinforcement skills to be a catalyst for high performance and continuous improvement.

OBJECTIVES  
This course will help leaders:  
- Focus their team’s efforts on high-priority actions that directly support the organization’s goals and strategies.  
- Enhance their team’s effectiveness by identifying and eliminating conditions that are preventing them from achieving high levels of performance.  
- Accomplish and surpass team and organizational goals and objectives.  
- Create an environment in which team members are moved to strive harder to realize the potential of the team.  
- Accomplish more by capitalizing on the unique talents of each individual team member.

KSU Employees Register at:  [http://tinyurl.com/kennesaw-lhpt](http://tinyurl.com/kennesaw-lhpt)  
All Others Please Register at:  [http://tinyurl.com/kennesaw-pdc](http://tinyurl.com/kennesaw-pdc)  

(Cost for KSU Employees: $65  ~  PDC Partners: $95  ~  0.4 CEU Credits)

[Center for University Learning](http://www.ksulearning.com)  
www.facebook.com/cul.kennesaw  
www.twitter.com/ksucul (@ksucul)  
http://www.tinyurl.com/cullinkedin